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All-in-One, 
Pre-Configured

Command Center Kit

isualize with Easeisualize with Ease

It makes easy self-assembly a reality for small and
medium operations centers with best-in-class products,
expert remote support and a number of factory-tested
configurations to choose from.

Right Out of the BoxRight Out of the Box

Vistacom SecureView™ provides operators with a
single-pane-of-glass view of operations across their
infrastructure and enables the seamless
assimilation of data feeds while creating a more
simplified workflow.

The most straightforward and intuitive of its kind,
Vistacom SecureView™ is a highly affordable, pre-
engineered video wall and display solution. It's an
easy-to-implement, reliable visualization solution
that enhances situation awareness for a more
intelligent security posture.
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Product ConfiguratorProduct Configurator
Choose your display configuration:

      Single 98" 4K  |         Dual 75" 4K  |         2x2 55" HD  |         3x2 55" HD

Choose your mounting:
Floor Stand                                                    Wall Mount

Choose your operator consoles:
1                 2                 3                 4 

Choose your processing power:
Standard                            Redundant

Choose your audio:
                No Audio                                Sound Bar                         Flanking Speakers

2 Ceiling Speakers                                   4 Ceiling Speakers 

Choose your cabling:
Standard              Extended

800-747-0459

We conveniently package Vistacom SecureView™ with an
easy-to-follow guide and video that effectively enable DIY
installation by security integrators and/or end-users. All
technology components are pre-configured and tested by
our Control Room Solutions technicians at our factory prior
to shipping.

Complete Command Center KitComplete Command Center Kit
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Select your preferred
configuration and request a
quote.

Receive your Vistacom
SecureView™, read the
easy-to-follow guides and
watch a quick training
video.

Review and place 
an order for your Vistacom
SecureView™ system.

Complete a project worksheet so
we can make sure your order
includes exactly what's needed for
your space. 
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Unbox and self-assemble
your Vistacom
SecureView™ system.

That's it! 
Put your new command center
to work, and utilize Help Desk
support and instant access to
supporting guides.
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No matter which configuration you
choose, Vistacom SecureView™

delivers a powerful video processor,
a 10” tabletop touch panel with

user-friendly interface, and a 
two-year warranty with
expert remote support

directly through
our Managed

Services team.
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TheThe
CustomerCustomer
JourneyJourney

To learn more and 
request a quote today, visit www.vistacominc.com/secureview.
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